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Dear Branch President, 

Thank you for your replies to our November 10 letter expressing 
concern over the National dues increase and convention voting procedures. 
We now know there are many others sharing our concerns. 

To date we have received replies from about a third of the branches. 
Our branch board also met with ISD President Mary Eleanor Wall on January 2 
to discuss these issues. Some branches supporting the increase felt that 
we should have spoken up at the Convention. The vote appears binding 
regardless of how it was handled. Branches are seeking ways to cope with 
the dues increase and expect some membership loss from such a large increase 
at this time. There is widespread agreement that voting procedures at the 
National Convention need improvement. 

Your responses have reaffirmed our original feelings that improvements 
can be made. As constructive actions, the Crystal Lake Branch board will 
recommend that our branch pass the dues increase and pay it under protest. 
The dues payment will be accompanied by a letter protesting the size of 
the increase and the manner in which it was approved at the National 
Convention. Copies of this letter of protest will be sent to Mary Crefe, 
Mary Eleanor wall, Bette Willson association treasurer, etc. We suggest 
other branehen do this also, as a number of you indicated that you would. 

As a further positive action, our branch is studying proposals for 
more effective 	procedures on major administrative matters such as 
National dues increases and perhaps election of National officers. 
As guidelines, an _:proved procedure should be efficient and Should 
represent all branches whether present at the National Convention or not. 
Voice vote and standing vote methods are unfair because they do not give 
an actual vote count. For example, there is no way to know how many votes 
each standee represents. The card count system yields a true vote count, 
but is too cumbersome at a large National Convention. Branches with no 
convention delegates have no vote. Approximately 50 of the Illinois 
branches (46 of 91) were not at the Albuquerque convention and therefcre 
had no vote. Perhaps voting by mail is a oensideration. We would 
welcome suggestions. 

The Design for the Second Century Committee headed by Janet Heinicke 
is studying the overall structure of AAUW. The Sept./Oct. 1979 issue of 
the Graduate Woman contains this committee's interim report given at the 
Albuquerque convention. They are asking for suggestions from members. 
We will make our views known to this committee. You may wish to do the same. 



We have forwarded copies of your letters to both Mrs. Wall and to 
AAUW President nary Grefe. We appreciate your constructive comments 
and hope to gain the support of both local branches and the state division 
in our efforts to improve voting efficiency and seek voting representation 
for all branches. We feel this is in the best interests of the entire 
AAUW organization. 

Sincerely, 
Crystal Lake Branch 

Lorraine Tacke, President 
37 N. Oriole Trail 
(815) 459-3059 

P.S. The ISD president's December newsletter to branch presidents 
indicated that views about the convention similiar to ours had 
been aired in Phyllis Schlafly's Eagle Forum newsletter. Our 
efforts have absolutely no connection with Phyllis Schlafly or her 
organization. It was unfortunate that a connection was implied 
when, in fact, none exists. 
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